
CI6535 Games and media creation processes. 

Plot structure for prototype. 

ACT TWO 

Level 15: End Act Two Cutscene 

The hero attains the power needed (the elixir) to revitalise 

his power to chase the goal and return to the ordinary world 

to fight the final battle. 

COLOUR KEY 

CAMERA MOVEMENTS  

 

CUTSCENE 15.1: 

/On-screen text appears line-by-line on black background 

England, Early Spring 

645 Anno Domini(A.D.) 

/Background fades into view and shows shot of the mouth of the 

cave from a short distance away and close to the ground 

/Slowly fade out text, the sound of what seems to be wind can 

be heard coming from the cave 

/Sound of approaching footsteps can be heard (horses?) until 

they sound as if they are right on top of the camera 

/Metal boot suddenly fills the scene view for a moment, then 

switch to bird’s eye view to show the entire party from a far 

distance 



/All figures begin to stop walking, with some heads examining 

the surroundings, some looking towards the cave entrance 

/ARTHUR, who is farthest in the front, is focused on the cave 

entrance 

/CHANGE TO close up on ARTHUR’S upper body and face, and see 

one of the knights come forward to his side 

LANCELOT 

It seems like this is the place 

/Camera shifts slightly to bring a new knight into the view 

TRISTAN 

Art thee certain, Lancelot? 

LANCELOT turns slightly to face TRISTAN, TRISTAN extends a 

hand and arm towards the cave 

This could beest the wrong cave, and we cannot risk Mordred or 

his lackeys beating us to the right one 

/Camera change to be behind a different knight in the group 

GALAHAD 

No, 

TRISTAN turns to face GALAHAD 

 he is right. Listen... 

/Camera change to capture more of the area, including the 

group of knights and some of the cave 

/The knights fall silent, the only audible sound is that of a 

seemingly gentle wind 



/Camera returns to previous position behind the group 

/TRISTAN responds with a tinge of confusion in his voice 

TRISTAN 

Tis but the wind, is it not? I heareth naught else 

/Camera shift if needed to ensure LANCELOT is in clear view 

/LANCELOT responds while still facing toward the cave, but 

with his head turned to see TRISTAN 

LANCELOT 

I wish it were the wind, TRISTAN, but listen closer and you 

will find that this wind is not what it seems 

/Camera change to face the group from the front, doesn’t need 

all characters in the shot but LANCELOT and ARTHUR should not 

be visible 

/A sense of understanding behind LANCELOT’S words confirms the 

worst for the few knights who had doubts as they express their 

understanding by grunting, sighing etc. 

/Camera returns to original view that shows ARTHUR and 

LANCELOT 

/LANCELOT looks to ARTHUR who stands beside him 

LANCELOT 

Are you ready for this, Arthur? 

/A moment of silence 

ARTHUR 



We’ve come too far and lost too much to turn back now, it 

matters little if I am ready. We must face ALBION if we are to 

save ENGLAND 

/ARTHUR pulls out a necklace from underneath his armour, 

holding a RED DRAGON HEAD attached to the necklace in the palm 

of his hand 

/Camera shift to focus on the item in ARTHUR’S hand 

/He observes it for a moment then clutches it to gather 

strength, before returning it to its place and facing the cave 

entrance once more 

/Camera moves further back to show ARTHUR, LANCELOT and most 

of the knights from the front of the party 

GAWAIN 

Don’t fret, Wart, we’ll watch your back 

/Camera shift to behind and slightly above the whole group 

/ARTHUR begins walking towards the cave, the knights start to 

slowly follow 

/Camera pans slowly upwards from the group and transition to 

black before we CUT TO: 

GAME LEVEL 15: 

/Arthur is inside the caverns and must navigate his way 

through them 

/He can collect items along the way to improve his strength, 

including items that can be equipped and consumables that give 

a short-term boost 

 



CUTSCENE 15.2: 

/Camera change to view Arthur from the front as they walk 

further into the cavern towards some thick mist 

/All are silent, Arthur proceeds cautiously into a much larger 

cavern while the other knights are looking into it from within 

the tunnel 

/The sound of the earth shaking occurs, camera shakes as well 

/ARTHUR turns to face the knights, camera follows ARTHUR’s 

movements whilst still shaking 

/A large cracking noise is heard from far above, LANCELOT 

looks up to find the source and to see large rocks falling 

from the roof of the cave. Camera should follow his gaze to 

show the rocks descending to where the knights are stood 

/The cries of some of the knights are heard (“watch out!”, 

“get back!”, “Move!”) as the boulders hit the ground 

/ARTHUR is cut off from the knights who are in the tunnel, he 

walks to the rocks once the dust has settled from the rocks 

crashing 

/Camera follows ARTHUR 

LANCELOT 

Muffled and hard to hear 

Arthur! Are you alright?! Can you hear me?! 

ARTHUR 

I’m fine! What about everyone else? Is everyone alright? 

LANCELOT 



A few minor injuries and aches, but we are fine! Hold on, 

we’ll try to get the rocks out of the way and rejoin you! 

/From further in the cavern, a powerful, commanding yet wise 

voice calls out to ARTHUR 

ALBION 

They can not help you, child of man 

/ARTHUR turns slowly to see where the voice came from, once 

his head is fully turned the camera should change to look to 

back into the cavern 

/Mis dissipates 

/The dragon, ALBION, is visible standing in the far back end 

of the cavern 

ALBION 

You invite yourself freely into my domain, yet you know not 

why you have come here 

/Camera focuses back on ARTHUR 

ARTHUR 

I know why I am here. I seek Caliburn, the sword that will 

help restore peace and justice to England 

/Camera looks back to ALBION 

 ALBION 

Ah, yes, the sword - Uther’s legacy... But tell me, Pendragon, 

did you even come here through your own conviction, or are you 

merely being carried by a current of events beyond your 

control? 



Perhaps you should ponder such things, for I suspect you know 

not your own heritage, nor do you know the origins behind that 

heirloom you carry. 

/Camera looks back at ARTHUR to see a strong red glow coming 

from underneath his armour, originating from the necklace 

ALBION 

Yes, the relic you wear is symbolic of an ancient pact between 

the red dragon, Ddraig, and the first of his disciples - the 

Pendragons. 

/Camera looks at ALBION 

ALBION 

Long ago, Ddraig and I were locked in contest, and although he 

was bested, his soul was allowed to persist thanks to 

mankind’s help. 

Ddraig’s soul would give strength and courage to the Pendragon 

that carried him, and soon after his defeat I was ultimately 

condemned to this cavern that we find ourselves in now by your 

forefathers. 

Now, I am bound here by the same sword you seek to claim, for 

removing it from it’s anvil would mean my soul leaves this 

astral world 

Perhaps it matters aught. The whims of fate have brought you 

here regardless, and I have no intention of relinquishing 

Caliburn. 

You saunter the land while claiming the name Pendragon, yet 

are ignorant of your own lineage. Well then, come... 

Challenge me, child of man - confront your destiny. Your only 

path to survival lies in my defeat. Prove you are worthy to 



befit the name of Pendragon. Still my heart, and claim your 

prize 

/Camera shifts to behind ARTHUR and slowly pan upwards and 

slightly outwards to capture ALBION’S enormity, may even have 

wings spread out to heighten this sense of size 

/Slowly fade to black before transitioning to GAMEPLAY 

 

GAME LEVEL 15.2: 

/Big boss battle with the white dragon, ALBION, inside a 

large, circular arena in the cavern 

/After ARTHUR defeats ALBION, we CUT TO: 

CUTSCENE 15.3: 

/After defeating ALBION, we see the knights start run to 

ARTHUR who have removed the boulders that blocked the entrance 

/LANCELOT stands next to ARTHUR while looking at the dragon 

corpse 

LANCELOT 

...Perhaps Merlin was right about you from the start, Arthur. 

Any sign of the sword? 

ARTHUR 

None, but I do believe that it might be further into the cave 

/LANCELOT nods, before turning to the rest of the knights to 

issue out orders 

 



LANCELOT 

Pick your jaws up off the floor, everyone. We still have yet 

to locate Caliburn, so start looking. Arthur and I are going 

to go check out the back 

/LANCELOT turns back to ARTHUR 

LANCELOT 

Alright, ARTHUR, you lead the way and I’ll follow you 

/Camera changes to follow ARTHUR and LANCELOT as they head for 

the back of the cavern, running past ALBION’S defeated body 

/A strange fountain illuminated by a mysterious light is then 

spotted that seems to contain a sword. Upon getting closer, 

ARTHUR says: 

ARTHUR 

Hey, LANCELOT, is that…? 

/Both stop near the fountain and ARTHUR sheathes his sword 

/Camera changes to black, and we hear the sound of a sword 

being removed from stone 

/Camera changes to fade out from black, and we see all the 

knights gathered around ARTHUR as he holds a strange glowing 

sword 

/ARTHUR raises the sword in the air before looking to LANCELOT 

and the knights 

LANCELOT 

That sword is no ordinary sword, ARTHUR. Its giving off a 

strange glow, and I think I know what sword that is. Its 

CALIBURN, and that means you’re the true king! 



/LANCELOT then proceeds to raise his sword and begin cheering 

LANCELOT 

Hail Arthur, future King of England! 

/All knights then repeat LANCELOT’S words 

ALL KNIGHTS 

HAIL, ARTHUR! FUTURE KING OF ENGLAND! 

/All knights then get down on one knee to kneel towards ARTHUR 

as they recognise him as the next true king 

/Camera slowly FADES TO BLACK 

GAME ENDS 


